MEETING TODAY’S DATA CHALLENGES IN INNOVATIVE WAYS
Bloomberg Data License helps you meet current challenges and prepares you for future developments with reliable, consistent data that flows seamlessly across your enterprise. Regardless of the application or context, financial firms worldwide place their confidence in Bloomberg to meet their most challenging data requirements.

**DATA QUALITY AND ACCURACY**
Management needs you to do more with less. Your systems require front-to-back consistency to generate accurate reports. Your business units want better ways to manage complex product and trading strategies. Regulators expect greater transparency, accuracy and oversight.

Clients rely not only on our ability to deliver the highest quality data, but also on our commitment to helping them address their toughest operating issues. And, in an environment where quality means performance, consistency drives confidence, speed spells advantage, and scale improves costs, Bloomberg delivers.

Data License is a recognized industry standard for single-sourced, global reference and quantitative data—including corporate actions and issuer data, fundamentals, dividend forecasts, earnings estimates, and evaluated pricing.

Bloomberg’s reliable data can power your front office trading, risk management, regulatory compliance, and back-office applications.

Bloomberg Data License delivers high-quality and timely data to meet your firm’s enterprise needs.
With Bloomberg Data License, every function and system across your firm can use exactly the same data—in the front, mid- and back-offices—without discrepancies. Bloomberg is unique in its ability to give you a multi-asset, single-source, global view for your reference data—delivering indicative pricing, calculated and historical data, and corporate actions information. And, with over 340,000 of the world’s leading players in the global financial markets actively using the Bloomberg terminal every day, Bloomberg Data License ensures that front-to-back data consistency is a reality.

Bloomberg Data License Feeds Multiple Enterprise Applications with Comprehensive Data
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

When it comes to mission-critical applications, whether it’s your accounting system, order management system, risk or compliance application, you need the highest quality data to reduce operational risks. Bloomberg Data License can improve efficiency and performance on many levels.

• Feed your compliance systems through one consistent single-data source.
• Consolidate your global securities feed into various risk applications.
• Measure a fund’s exposure to an issuer across multiple asset classes.
• Automate corporate action processing with trusted intra- or end-of-day data.
• Feed directly into accounting/portfolio management applications.
• Efficiently track factors/floaters/prepayment projections.
• Automate trade settlement.

With Bloomberg Data License, you can manage your data confidently and efficiently. You benefit from less back-office reconciliation work, more accurate valuations, improved trade processing, and a decrease in settlement errors.

BLOOMBERG BREADTH AND DEPTH

Bloomberg Data License offers you the same depth and quality of data provided by the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service.

We provide reference data information for more than six million instruments, including fixed income, CDS, currencies, and equities from more than 4,000 sources. We give you information at both the security and issuer level covering funds, mortgages, indices and derivatives in 250 global markets across 126 countries. Working with our database, you’ll appreciate the comprehensive and consistent company hierarchy structure for all entities and note that many of our fixed-income pricing sources are unparalleled in the market.

And, we make it easy for you to leverage Bloomberg’s calculation engine to calculate custom returns based on your specific inputs.

FLEXIBLE PRICING AND 24/7 SUPPORT

Our flexible pricing plans let you control expenses precisely. Pay a fixed annual or monthly sum based on your needs. With Bloomberg Data License, you pay for as little or as much as you want to use—from predefined universe (per security data) to a predefined asset class (back-office data). And, we include front-end applications in your package to assist you with the delivery and integration of data feeds into your systems.

Every Bloomberg client has access to our extensive customer support infrastructure, including a 24-hour, multilingual, dedicated help desk and 24-hour technical support team. As a Bloomberg client, you’re always only seconds away from a highly trained member of our Data License Support Desk who will be able to answer even the most complex questions.

CONTACT US

Please contact your regional Data Solutions sales representative to learn more about how Bloomberg Data License can help meet your firm’s challenges in innovative ways with reliable, consistent data that flow seamlessly across your enterprise.

Bloomberg Data License is a recognized industry standard for single-sourced, global reference and quantitative data.
ABOUT BLOOMBERG

Bloomberg is the world’s most trusted source of information for businesses and professionals. Bloomberg combines innovative technology with unmatched analytic, data, news, display and distribution capabilities to deliver critical information via the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service and multimedia platforms. Bloomberg’s media services cover the world with more than 2,300 news professionals and the Bloomberg Television® 24-hour network delivers smart television to more than 240 million homes. Bloomberg Radio® services broadcast via SIRIUS XM Radio and 1worldspace™ satellite radio globally and on WBBR 1130AM in New York. The award-winning monthly Bloomberg Markets® magazine, Bloomberg Businessweek magazine and the BLOOMBERG.COM® financial news and information Web site provide news and insight to businesses and investors. For more information, please visit www.bloomberg.com.
Contact your regional Data Solutions sales representative to learn more about what Bloomberg Data License can do for you.